BRACKET SIZE

Single Blind:
Narrower than 2 metres and less than 2.5 metres in drop
Supplied on a 32mm diameter barrel with a small single fitment
Small single fitment available in White, Brown & Black
This is the standard blind fitments

Large Single Blind:
200cm or wider and/or longer than 250cm
Supplied on 40mm diameter barrel with a larger single fitment

32MM BRACKET
To fit 32mm Diameter Barrel
Max width: 555mm

40MM BRACKET
To fit 40mm Diameter Barrel
Only available in White
Max width: 680mm

40MM BRACKET
with spacer
To fit 40mm Diameter Barrel

Please give exact measurements.
We accept no responsibility for errors in ordering.
FITTING THE BRACKETS

- Bracket positions illustrated are for a blind with the control chain on the right.
- For a blind with the control on the left the bracket should be at the opposite ends.
- Brackets can be fixed to any flat surface above, behind or to the side of the blind.
  - They must be level to ensure the smooth operation of the blind.
  - Check that the rolled up fabric will not touch any surface.
  - Fix the brackets so that the outside of the brackets so that the outside of the brackets are this distance apart.

Please give exact measurements.
We accept no responsibility for errors in ordering.
- Hold the blind to the brackets with the fabric hanging from the back of the blind.
- Fit the spring plunger into the bracket.
- Push the blind into this bracket, depressing the plunger.
- With the locating hook pointing downwards place the hook in the vertical part of the ‘I’ Shape hole in the bracket.
- Allow the hook to drop downwards so that it locks into place in the bracket.

Please give exact measurements.
We accept no responsibility for errors in ordering.